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The first easily accessible translation of the esoteric writings that inspired some of the world's
greatest artists, scientists, and philosophers.Here is an essential digest of the Greco-Egyptian
writings attributed to the legendary sage-god Hermes Trismegistus (Greek for thrice-greatest
Hermes)?a combination of the Egyptian Thoth and the Greek Hermes.The figure of Hermes was
venerated as a great and mythical teacher in the ancient world and was rediscovered by the
finest minds of the Renaissance. The writings attributed to his hand are a time capsule of
Egyptian and Greek esoteric philosophy and have influenced figures including Blake, Newton,
Milton, Shelley, Shakespeare, Botticelli, Leonardo da Vinci, and Jung.Providing a fascinating
introduction to the intersection of the Egyptian and Hellenic cultures and the magico-religious
ideas of the antique world, The Hermetica is a marvelous volume for anyone interested in
understanding the West?s roots in mystical thought.

“…Laura Ahearn’s Living Language stands out for its deft integration of disparate approaches to
linguistic anthropology, highlighting the field’s rich range of intellectual genealogies and
contemporary innovations.”“This book is deserving of high praise for managing to capture the
field’s nuance and complexity, while doing so in a way that is accessible, timely, and of interest to
both specialists and non-specialists alike.” (Journal of Linguistic Anthropology, 5 December
2014)“Overall, this reviewer finds the book balanced, appreciable and well written.”
(Anthropological Notebooks, 1 October 2012)“In conclusion, we strongly recommend the book
for both undergraduate and graduate introductory courses. In conclusion, we strongly
recommend the book for both undergraduate and graduate introductory courses.” (Journal of
the Royal Anthropological Institute, 1 November 2012)"It is a very useful as a library resource
and for general readers, as it is well organized, clearly written, and supported with both classic
and recent studies. Summing Up: Recommended. General and undergraduate
libraries." (Choice, 1 January 2012) --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
the Inside Flap???Ahearn???s textbook is comprehensive and engaging, presenting cogent
summaries of key research alongside accessible introductions to contemporary theory, with
useful guides for further study.???P. Kerim Friedman, Associate Professor, Department of Ethnic
Relations and Cultures, National Dong Hwa University, Taiwan???A commendable update of an
already outstanding textbook???especially appreciated is the engagement with our
contemporary pandemic moment and with the ways of speaking that attempt to make sense of
it.???Anthony K. Webster, Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Texas at
Austin???Accessible, comprehensive, and updated with a section on current online
communicative practices, Ahearn???s Living Language remains the best introduction to
linguistic anthropology I have read.???Lavanya Murali, Associate Professor of Anthropology,



Lawrence UniversityLiving Language: An Introduction to Linguistic Anthropology has introduced
thousands of students to the engaging and compelling field of linguistic anthropology. Now in a
new, fully updated and revised third edition, this bestselling textbook provides a student-friendly
exploration of language as a social and cultural practice. Covering both theory and real-world
interactions, this clear and highly accessible textbook examines the relationship between
language and social context while highlighting the advantages of an ethnographic approach to
the study of language.In this important work, author Laura M. Ahearn combines classic work and
contemporary studies to help readers understand key elements of linguistic anthropology, while
also considering future research directions in the field. Fully updated throughout, this edition
includes a timely new chapter that investigates how technologies such as social media and
online meetings have changed language and transformed communicative interactions. The new
edition also considers the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on linguistic practices, ensuring
that this text will be a valuable resource for students for years to come. Throughout the text,
compelling and relatable cases illustrate the relevance of linguistic anthropology in an
increasingly globalized world and explain how language use can be studied as a form of social
action.Living Language: An Introduction to Linguistic Anthropology, Third Edition, is the perfect
textbook for undergraduate and graduate courses in introductory linguistic anthropology as well
as related courses in sociolinguistics, sociology, and communication.--This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverLiving Language: An Introduction to
Linguistic Anthropologyis a clear and accessible exploration of the prominent theoretical issues
in linguistic anthropology and a student-friendly introduction to the study of language in real-life
social contexts around the world. Combining classic studies on language in social contexts and
cutting-edge, contemporary scholarship, Ahearn provides a unifying synthesis of research in
linguistic anthropology and looks towards future research in the field.Treating language as
inextricably intertwined with culture and social relations Living Language combines theory with
examples of contemporary language use to explore the way in which language creates,
maintains, challenges, and reconfigures social hierarchies. Chapter topics include gender, race,
and ethnicity, language acquisition and socialization, performance, literacy practices,
multilingualism, and globalization. Laura Ahearn introduces the fascinating field of linguistic
anthropology as well as underlining the value of an ethnographically grounded approach to the
study of language.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted
by permission. All rights reserved.Living LanguageAn Introduction to Linguistic AnthropologyBy
Laura M. AhearnJohn Wiley & SonsCopyright © 2011Laura M. AhearnAll right reserved.Chapter
OneThe Socially Charged Life of LanguageAll words have the 'taste' of a profession, a genre, a
tendency, a party, a particular work, a particular person, a generation, an age group, the day and
hour. Each word tastes of the context and contexts in which it has lived its socially charged
life ...Bakhtin 1981:293Words do live socially charged lives, as Bakhtin observes in the epigraph
that opens this chapter. Language is not a neutral medium for communication but rather a set of
socially embedded practices. The reverse of Bakhtin's statement is also true: social interactions



live linguistically charged lives. That is, every social interaction is mediated by language –
whether spoken or written, verbal or nonverbal. Consider the following three examples.Example
1: Getting Stoned in San FranciscoDuring the 1995–1996 school year, a special anti-drug class
was run as an elective in a large high school in the San Francisco Bay Area. Students were
trained as peer educators in preparation for visiting other classes to perform skits about the
danger of drugs and tobacco. The class was unusually diverse, with boys as well as girls and
with students from many different class ranks, ethnicities, and racial groups. On the day that the
students were preparing to perform their skits in front of an audience for the first time, they asked
the teacher, Priscilla, what they should say if someone in the audience asked whether they
themselves smoked marijuana. Priscilla recommended that they say they did not. Then the
following exchange took place between Priscilla and the students:Priscilla: Remember, you're
role models.Al Capone: You want us to lie?Priscilla: Since you're not coming to school stoned –
(students laugh)Calvin: (mockingly) Stoned?Priscilla: What do you say?Calvin: I say high.
Bombed. Blitzed.Brand One: Weeded.Kerry: Justified.Brand One: That's kinda tight.Example 2:
Losing a Language in Papua New GuineaIn 1987, the residents of the tiny village of Gapun in
Papua New Guinea (a country north of Australia) were some of the last speakers of a language
called Taiap, which at the time had at most 89 remaining speakers. Adult villagers were almost
all bilingual in Taiap and in Tok Pisin, one of the three national languages of Papua New Guinea,
and all children were exposed to rich amounts of both Taiap and Tok Pisin in their early years. By
1987, however, no child under the age of ten actively spoke Taiap, and many under the age of
eight did not even possess a good passive knowledge of the language. The usual theories about
how and why so many of the world's languages are becoming extinct did not seem to apply to
Taiap. Material and economic factors such as industrialization and urbanization were not
sufficiently important in the remote village of Gapun to explain the language shift away from
Taiap. Why, then, was Taiap becoming extinct? According to linguistic anthropologist Don Kulick,
the adults in Gapun claimed that the shift was occurring because of the actions of their (often
preverbal) children. Kulick writes: "'We haven't done anything,' one village man explained when I
asked him why village children don't speak the vernacular, 'We try to get them to speak it, we
want them to. But they won't ... They're bikhed [big-headed, strong-willed]'" (Kulick
1992:16).Example 3: The Pounded Rice Ritual in NepalOn a warm February afternoon in 1993,
a wedding procession made its way down a steep hill in Junigau, Nepal. Several men carefully
maneuvered the bride's sedan chair around the hairpin turns. At the foot of the hill, under a large
banyan tree, the wedding party settled down to rest and to conduct the Pounded Rice Ritual.
The bride, Indrani Kumari, remained in her palanquin, while some members of the wedding
party, including the groom, Khim Prasad, approached her. Taking out a leafplate full of pounded
rice, a popular snack in Nepal, Indrani Kumari's bridal attendant placed it in her lap. Khim
Prasad, coached by his senior male kin, tentatively began the ritual, holding out a handkerchief
and asking his new wife to give him the pounded rice snack. He used the most polite, honorific
form of "you" in Nepali (tapai), and so his remark translated roughly as a polite request to



someone of higher social status: "Please bring the pounded rice, Wife; our wedding party has
gotten hungry."But this first request was not very effective. Indrani Kumari and her bridal
attendant poured just a few kernels of the pounded rice into the handkerchief Khim Prasad was
holding. Upon further coaching from his elders, Khim Prasad asked a second time for the rice,
this time in a more informal manner using "timi," a form of "you" in Nepali that is considered
appropriate for close relatives and/or familiar equals. This time, Khim Prasad's request could be
translated roughly as a matter-of-fact statement to someone of equal social status: "Bring the
pounded rice, Wife; our wedding party has gotten hungry." But again, the bridal attendant and
Indrani Kumari poured only a few kernels of pounded rice into Khim Prasad's waiting
handkerchief. One last time Khim Prasad's senior male kin instructed him to ask for the rice, but
this time he was told to use "tã," the lowest form of "you" in Nepali – a form most commonly used
in Junigau to address young children, animals, and wives. Khim Prasad complied, but his words
were halting and barely audible, indicating his deeply mixed feelings about using such a
disrespectful term to address his new wife. This third request translated roughly as a peremptory
command to someone of greatly inferior social status: "Bring the pounded rice, Wife! Our
wedding party has gotten hungry!" Hearing this, Indrani Kumari and her attendant finally
proceeded obediently to dump all the remaining rice into the groom's handkerchief, after which
he handed out portions of the snack to all members of the wedding party.As different as these
three examples are, they all describe situations in which neither a linguistic analysis alone nor a
sociocultural analysis alone would come close to providing a satisfying explanation of the
significance of the events. The purpose of this book is to show how the perspectives and tools of
linguistic anthropology, when applied to events as wide-ranging as an anti-drug class in a San
Francisco high school, language shift in Papua New Guinea, or a ritual in Nepal, can shed light
on broader social and cultural issues as well as deepen our understanding of language – and
ourselves. As we move through the chapters that follow, we will be addressing a number of
questions, including:• What can such situations tell us about the ways in which language is
enmeshed with cultural values and social power?• How do dimensions of difference or inequality
along lines such as gender, ethnicity, race, age, or wealth get created, reproduced, or
challenged through language?• How can language illuminate the ways in which we are all the
same by virtue of being human as well as the ways in which we are incredibly diverse
linguistically and culturally?• How, if at all, do linguistic forms, such as the three different words
in Nepali for "you" or the various slang words for "stoned," influence people's thought patterns or
worldviews?• How might people's ideas about language (for example, what "good" language is
and who can speak it – in other words, their "language ideologies") affect their perceptions of
others as well as themselves?• How does the language used in public rituals and performances
both differ from and resemble everyday, mundane conversations?• What methods of data
collection and analysis can we use to determine the significance of events such as those
described above?The starting point in the search for answers to all of these questions within
linguistic anthropology is this fundamental principle: language is inherently social. It is not just a



means through which we act upon the social world; speaking is itself a form of social action, and
language is a cultural resource available for people to use (Duranti 1997:2). We do things with
words, as the philosopher J.L. Austin (1962) reminded us decades ago. Even when we speak or
write to ourselves, our very choices of words, as well as our underlying intentions and desires,
are influenced by the social contexts in which we have seen, heard, or experienced those words,
intentions, and desires before. Linguistic anthropologists therefore maintain that the essence of
language cannot be understood without reference to the particular social contexts in which it is
used. But those contexts do not stand apart from linguistic practices or somehow "contain"
them, as a soup bowl would contain soup. Rather, social contexts and linguistic practices
mutually constitute each other. For this reason, language should be studied, Alessandro Duranti
writes, "not only as a mode of thinking but, above all, as a cultural practice, that is, as a form of
action that both presupposes and at the same time brings about ways of being in the
world" (1997:1).This approach to language differs from the popular view of language as an
empty vehicle that conveys pre-existing meanings about the world. Language, according to this
view, which is held by many members of the general public as well as many linguists and other
scholars, is largely a set of labels that can be placed on pre-existing concepts, objects, or
relationships. In this mistaken way of thinking, language is defined as a conduit that merely
conveys information without adding or changing anything of substance (Reddy 1979).Within the
field of linguistics, a similar approach to language is dominant: one in which language is reduced
to a set of formal rules. Such reductionism extends back hundreds of years but was made the
dominant approach of the field of linguistics by Ferdinand de Saussure, a famous Swiss linguist
who lived a century ago. De Saussure maintained that it was not only possible but necessary to
decontextualize the study of language: "A science which studies linguistic structure is not only
able to dispense with other elements of language, but is possible only if those other elements
are kept separate" (Saussure 1986[1916]:14). This perspective was reinforced by Noam
Chomsky, an American linguist who revolutionized the field and has dominated it for the past 50
years. Chomsky and his followers are interested in discovering Universal Grammar (UG), which
they define as: "The basic design underlying the grammars of all human languages; [it] also
refers to the circuitry in children's brains that allows them to learn the grammar of their parents'
language" (Pinker 1994:483).This is not to say that linguistic anthropologists are uninterested in
grammar or believe that linguistic forms cannot be studied systematically – on the contrary,
many build upon the "considerable progress in the understanding of formal properties of
languages" made by scholars in the field of linguistics (Duranti 1997:7), but they ask very
different kinds of questions that explore the intersections between grammar and social relations,
politics, or emotion. Even linguistic anthropologists who value the work done by linguists believe
that in order to acquire a comprehensive understanding of language, it must be studied in real-
life contexts (cf. Hanks 1996). Grammar, according to linguistic anthropologists, is just one part
of language's "socially charged life" (Bakhtin 1981:293).So, What Do You Need to Know in
Order to "Know" a Language?In order to understand what it means to study language as a



linguistic anthropologist would, it is helpful to ask what it means to "know" a language (Cipollone
et al. 1998). Linguists generally use the Chomskyan distinction between "competence," the
abstract and usually unconscious knowledge that one has about the rules of a language, and
"performance," the putting into practice – sometimes imperfectly – of those rules. De Saussure
made a similar distinction between langue (the language system in the abstract) and parole
(everyday speech). This distinction is partly analogous to the way a person might have abstract
knowledge about how to knit a sweater but in the actual knitting of it might drop a stitch here or
there or perhaps make the arms a bit shorter than necessary. In both the Chomskyan and
Saussurean approaches, it is the abstract knowledge of a language system (competence or
langue) that is of primary, or even sole, interest for a science of language; performance or parole
is irrelevant.To take the knitting analogy further, if Chomsky were a knittist instead of a linguist,
he would be interested only in the abstract rules of Knitting (capitalizing the word, as he does
with Language) such as the following: Row 20: P 1, (k 1, p 1) 11(13-15) times, k 5, T R 2, k 4, T
R 2, k 1, p 12, k 1, T L 2, k 4, T L 2, k 5, p 1, (k 1, p 1) 11(13-15) times. Chomsky the knittist
would posit the existence of a Knitting Acquisition Device (KAD, rather than LAD, a Language
Acquisition Device), a specialized module of the brain that allows people to acquire knitting
skills. While he would acknowledge that people require exposure to knitting in their social
environments in order to learn how to knit, he would be completely uninterested in the following:•
How or why people learn to knit in various cultures and communities.• How knitting practices
have changed over time.• The gendered nature of knitting and other handicrafts in many
societies (although knitting is often associated with girls and women in this society, for example,
handicrafts such as weaving were until recently conventionally produced by lower-caste men in
Nepal).• The role of Madame Defarge in A Tale of Two Cities, by Charles Dickens, as she
secretly encodes the names of counterrevolutionaries into her knitting.• The global economics
involved in the many different yarns people use to knit – anything from yak wool from Nepal to
Icelandic wool to synthetic mohair.• The many different kinds of products of economic, social, or
emotional value that are made by knitters to be worn by themselves, given to loved ones,
donated to charity, or sold to tourists.• The ways in which knitting is viewed by different groups in
the society – as a hip, in-group practice by some, as an old, fuddy-duddy practice by others, as a
useful, money-making skill by yet others.• How one's individual and social identities can be
reflected in and shaped by whether, how, what, and with whom one knits.While this analogy with
knitting is not by any means a perfect one, it does nevertheless demonstrate how narrowly
Chomsky and most other linguists view language. Other practices such as playing music,
dancing, or painting would work equally well in the analogy I set up above because knitting and
all these other practices are – like language – socially embedded and culturally influenced. Of
course there are abstract cognitive and biological dimensions to anything that we as humans do,
including language, but to reduce language solely to these dimensions, as Chomsky and others
do when they claim they are interested only in competence and not in performance, is to miss
the richness and complexity of one of the most fundamental aspects of human



existence.Linguistic anthropologists therefore reject the Chomskyan/Saussurean distinction
between competence (langue) and performance (parole), though they do so in various ways.
Some deny the existence of any distinction at all between competence and performance (langue
and parole), while others give primacy to performance (parole). Still others either expand the
definition of competence to include the ability to use language skillfully and appropriately in
particular social contexts (cf. Hymes 2001[1972]), and many view competence and performance
(langue and parole) as equally important. What all linguistic anthropologists agree upon,
however, is that to know a language, one must know far more than an abstract set of
grammatical rules.(Continues...)Excerpted from Living Languageby Laura M. Ahearn Copyright
© 2011 by Laura M. Ahearn. Excerpted by permission of John Wiley & Sons. All rights reserved.
No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the
publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this
web site.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorLaura M.
Ahearn is Associate Professor of Anthropology at Rutgers University, USA. She is the author of
Invitations to Love: Literacy, Love Letters, and Social Change in Nepal. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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THE HERMETICAThe Lost Wisdomof the PharaohsTim Freke &Peter GandyTo the memory of
Giordano Bruno, 1548-1600Mundus Nihil PulcherrimumThe World is a Beautiful NothingT!M
FREKE is a spiritual pioneer whose work has touched the lives of hundreds of thousands of
people. He is the author of more than 30 books, which have been translated into 15 languages,
including a top 6 Ebook Tops 'Surprise Bestseller' and Daily Telegraph 'Book of the Year'. Tim
has spent his life exploring world spirituality and is able to guide others to a direct experience of
the awakened state. He presents life-transforming retreats, experiential seminars and
entertaining evenings of 'standup philosophy' throughout the world and online.To watch free
videos of Tim, find out about forthcoming events and subscribe to his inspirational 'WAKE UP
CALL' newsletter, visit Peter Gandy has an M.A. in classical civilisation and is an internationally
respected authority on the ancient Pagan Mysteries and early Christianity.Cover art by Dannii
Evans - Copyright © 1997 by Timothy Freke. All rights reserved worldwide. No part of this
publication may be replicated, redistributed, or given away in any form without the prior written
consent of the author/publisher or the terms relayed to you herein.TABLE OF CONTENTSTITLE
PAGETHE LAST WORDS OF THRICE-GREAT HERMESINTRODUCTIONI. THE PROPHECIES
OF HERMESII. THE INITIATION OF HERMESIII. THE BEING OF ATUMIV. CONTEMPLATE
CREATIONV. THE LIVING COSMOSVI. THE CIRCLE OF TIMEVII. THE GODSVIII. THE
HIERARCHY OF CREATIONIX. THE CREATION OF HUMANKINDX. THE BIRTH OF HUMAN
CULTUREXI. MAN IS A MARVELXII. THE ZODIAC AND DESTINYXIII. THE UNIVERSAL AND
THE PARTICULARXIV. INCARNATION AND THE SOULXV. DEATH AND IMMORALITYXVI.
IGNORANCE OF THE SOULXVII. KNOWLEDGE OF ATUMXVIII. REBIRTHXIX. SECRET
TEACHINGSXX. IN PRAISE OF ATUMSOURCES FOR TEXTOTHER BOOKS BY TIM FREKE
& PETER GANDYTHE LAST WORDS OF THRICE-GREAT HERMES'Wise words,although
writtenby my decaying hand,remain imperishablethrough time;Imbued with the medicineof
immortalityby the All-Master.Be unseenand undiscoveredby all thosewho will come and
go,wanderingthe wastelands of life.Be hidden,until an older heavenbirths human beingswho are
worthyof your wisdom.'Having sounded this prayerover the works of his hands,Hermes was
receivedin the sanctuary of eternity.INTRODUCTIONA FORGOTTEN SPIRITUAL CLASSICThe
Hermetica is a collection of writings attributed to Thoth — a mythical ancient Egyptian sage
whose wisdom is said to have transformed him into a god. Thoth, who was venerated in Egypt
from at least 3000 BCE, is credited with the invention of sacred hieroglyphic writing, and his
figure, portrayed as a scribe with the head of an ibis, can be seen in many temples and tombs.
He is the dispatcher of divine messages and recorder of all human deeds. In the Great Hall of
Judgment, the after-life court of the god Osiris, Thoth would establish whether the deceased
had acquired spiritual knowledge and purity, and so deserved a place in the heavens. Thoth was
said to have revealed to the Egyptians all knowledge on astronomy, architecture, geometry,
medicine and religion, and was believed by the ancient Greeks to be the architect of the
pyramids. The Greeks, who were in awe of the knowledge and spirituality of the Egyptians,
identified Thoth with their own god Hermes, the messenger of the gods and guider of souls in



the realm of the dead. To distinguish the Egyptian Hermes from their own, they gave him the title
'Trismegistus', meaning 'Thrice-Great', to honour his sublime wisdom. The books attributed to
him became collectively known as the 'Hermetica'.Although largely unknown today, the writings
attributed to Hermes/Thoth have been immensely important in the history of Western thought.
They profoundly influenced the Greeks and, through their rediscovery in fifteenth-century
Florence, helped to inspire the 'Renaissance' which gave birth to our modern age. The list of
people who have acknowledged a debt to the Hermetica reads like a 'Who's Who' of the
greatest philosophers, scientists and artists that the West has produced — Leonardo da Vinci,
Durer, Botticelli, Roger Bacon, Paracelsus, Thomas More, William Blake, Kepler, Copernicus,
Isaac Newton, Sir Walter Raleigh, Milton, Ben Johnson, Daniel Defoe, Shelley and his wife Mary,
Victor Hugo and Carl Jung. It heavily influenced Shakespeare, John Donne, John Dee and all
the poet-philosophers who surrounded the court of Queen Elizabeth I, as well as the founding
scientists of the Royal Society in London, and even the leaders who inspired the Protestant
Reformation in Europe. The list is endless, with the Hermetica's influence reaching well beyond
the frontiers of Europe. Islamic mystics and philosophers also trace their inspiration back to
Thrice-Great Hermes, and the esoteric tradition of the Jews equated him with their mysterious
prophet Enoch.The Hermetica is a cornerstone of Western culture. In substance and importance
it is equal to well-known Eastern scriptures like the Upanishads, the Dhammapada and the Tao
Te Ching. Yet, unlike these texts which are now readily available and widely read, the works of
Hermes have been lost under the dead weight of academic translations, Christian prejudice and
occult obscurities. Until now, no simplified rendering of these writings has been available to the
general reader. All previous versions in the English language are very dense, impenetrable, and
loaded down with notes and subtext that make them difficult to digest. This new version,
however, makes this ancient wisdom more easily accessible. It presents carefully selected
extracts of the Hermetic texts, linked together into a narrative and rendered into easily
understood English. What emerges is an inspiring and illuminating taste of a forgotten
classic.THE HISTORY OF THE HERMETICAThe early origins of the Hermetica are shrouded in
mystery, but the evidence suggests it is a direct descendant of the ancient philosophy of the
Egyptians. However, the handful of surviving works attributed to Hermes are not written in
ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, but in Greek, Latin and Coptic. They were collated in the city of
Alexandria in Egypt during the second and third centuries CE. Here the Hermetic philosophy
helped inspire some of the greatest intellectual achievements of the ancient world. Alexandria
was a great centre of learning, surpassing even Athens. Its founder, Alexander the Great, had
conquered and united Greece, Persia, Egypt and India into one vast empire. Cultures that had
grown up more or less independently were brought together, and there was no bigger melting
pot than Alexandria. Into this new 'Universal City' (Gk. cosmos-polis), poured men and women of
every race and nation. Greeks, Jews, Egyptians, Babylonians, Phoenicians and even Buddhists
from India associated together in relative peace.The Alexandrians were renowned for their thirst
for knowledge, and under the enlightened Greek ruler Ptolemy I a library and museum were



founded where human beings first systematically collected the wisdom of the world. At its height,
the library of Alexandria housed some half a million scrolls. These included the works of Euclid,
Archimedes and the astronomer Ptolemy, who dominated the spheres of geometry,
mathematics and geography respectively until well into the Middle Ages. It contained the
research of Aristarchus of Samos, who had shown that the Earth is one of the planets orbiting
the sun, and Eratosthenes, who had calculated the circumference of the Earth to within a few
per cent. Scientists of the library knew about the precession of the equinoxes and that the moon
was responsible for the rhythm of the tides. Alexandria was also rich in esoteric knowledge —
Pythagorism, Chaldean oracles, Greek myths, Platonic and Stoic philosophy, Judaism,
Christianity, the Greek Mystery Schools, Zoroastrianism, astrology, alchemy, Buddhism and of
course the ancient Egyptian religion were all practised, studied, compared and discussed.The
golden age of Alexandria came to an end with the birth of the intolerant Christian 'Holy' Roman
Empire. Despite the sophistication and cultural achievements of the ancients, the Christians
referred to them dismissively as 'Pagans', which means 'country-dwellers'. In 415 CE, Hypatia,
one of the last great scientists and Pagan philosophers working at the library of Alexandria, was
seized by a mob of Christians, who removed her flesh with scallop shells and burnt her remains.
Their leader, Bishop Cyril, was later canonised St Cyril. The great library was finally destroyed as
so much Pagan superstition, and this wealth of knowledge was scattered to the four winds. The
Christian Roman Emperor Theodosius closed Pagan temples across the empire and began the
previously unknown phenomenon of book-burning. For the West, the fifth century ushered in the
thousand-year period appropriately known as the Dark Ages.THE HERMETICA AND
ISLAMHistory shows that wherever the works of Hermes have been studied and venerated,
civilisation has flourished. Pagan scholars and sages fled to the newly emerging Arab culture,
taking their knowledge and the Hermetic writings with them. Two hundred years later, the
Muslims created an empire whose learning and scientific achievements were unsurpassed. By
the beginning of the ninth century, the first university was established in Baghdad, called the
'House of Wisdom'. Here many Pagan works were translated, the sciences that had reached
such heights in Alexandria were significantly developed, and the ancient Pagan spiritual wisdom
was covertly studied and practised. From its exalted position amongst the sacred scriptures of
Egyptian spirituality, the Hermetica became the secret inspiration for an important undercurrent
in Islamic philosophy, and the holy book of unorthodox religious sects such as the Sabaeans.We
would never have heard of the mysterious Sabaeans had they not come into conflict with the
religious authorities of their day. Several centuries after the death of its founder, Muhammad,
Islam was beginning to succumb to the same desire for orthodoxy that had arisen in the
Christian West. Heretics were to be rooted out — if necessary with violence. In 830 CE a
powerful Caliph was passing through the city of Harran when he noticed the strangely dressed
Sabaeans and questioned their leaders. Asked to produce their sacred texts, they returned with
the books of Hermes. The genius philosopher-scientist Thabbit Ibn Qurra was a Sabaean who in
810 CE wrote the following rousing defence of Hermetic Paganism:We are the heirs and



propagators of Paganism. Happy is he who for the sake of Paganism bears the burden of
persecution with firm hope. Who else have civilised the world and built cities if not the nobles
and kings of Paganism? Who else have set in order the harbours and the rivers? And who else
have taught the hidden wisdom? To whom else has the Deity revealed itself, given oracles, and
told about the future, if not the famous men amongst the Pagans? The Pagans have made
known all of this. They have discovered the art of healing the body, they have also made known
the art of healing the soul; they have filled the earth with settled forms of government and with
wisdom which is the highest good. Without Paganism the world would be empty and
miserable.Thabbit Ibn QurraAnother unorthodox group within the Islamic empire who also traced
their ancestry back to Thrice-Great Hermes were the poets and mystics known as the Sufis. The
twelfth-century Iranian Sufi philosopher Yahya Suhrawardi made it his life's work to link what he
called the 'original oriental religion' with Islam. He claimed that the sages of the ancient world
had preached a single doctrine. This had been originally revealed to Hermes, whom Suhrawardi
identified with the prophet known as 'Idris' in the Koran and the Jewish prophet 'Enoch'. In the
Greek world, he claimed, this philosophy had been transmitted through Pythagoras and Plato,
and in the Middle East through the Zoroastrian Magi. It had been secretly passed on until it had
reached himself through a direct line of enlightened sages including his own master the Sufi
mystic Al Hallaj. Not surprisingly both Suhrawardi and Al Hallaj were executed by the religious
authorities for heresy — Al Hallaj by crucifixion.HERMES AND THE REAWAKENING OF
EUROPEWith the Arab empire becoming increasingly intolerant, the owners of the Hermetic
books travelled in search of a safe refuge. In the fifteenth century many fled to the tolerant city-
state of Florence in Northern Italy, where this wisdom again inspired a great cultural flowering. In
1438 the Byzantine scholar Gemisto Plethon made available to the awe-struck Florentines the
entire lost works of Plato. These and other Pagan works were translated into Latin for the first
time. The ruler of Florence, the philanthropist and scholar Cosimo de' Medici, established a New
Platonic Academy — a group of intellectuals and mystics who found their inspiration in the
ancient Pagan philosophy. It profoundly influenced great names like Leonardo da Vinci,
Michelangelo, Botticelli and Raphael, who began painting pictures of the ancient Pagan gods.
Botticelli's 'Venus and Mars', for example, was painted at a precise astrological moment as a
'talisman of occult radiance', capable of magically transporting the viewer to an altered state of
spiritual awareness.Cosimo sent out agents to look for other lost Pagan works that might still be
awaiting discovery. In 1460 one of them came across the lost works of Thrice-Great Hermes,
and brought them to Florence. The Florentines, already reeling from the discovery that an
ancient civilisation of immense sophistication had risen and fallen nearly 2000 years before
them, now believed they had in their hands the words of the most ancient sage of them all.
Cosimo ordered his young Greek scholar Marsilio Ficino to cease his work on translating Plato
and to begin immediately on this new Egyptian text. Ficino had it ready in time to read to Cosimo
just before his death.The emergence of a glorious new culture in Florence signalled the end of
the Dark Ages. We call this period the 'Renaissance', meaning 'rebirth', which is a fitting name,



for at the heart of the Hermetic philosophy is the idea of being spiritually reborn. The ancient
Pagan wisdom arrived in Florence at a fortuitous moment in history. Within a few years the first
printing presses arrived in Italy and the Pagan wisdom was printed and dispersed throughout
Europe. Students of the 'New Learning', as the Florentine experiment became known, were sent
out as emissaries, beginning new movements wherever they went.Reuchlin, 'the father of the
Reformation' and teacher of Luther and Erasmus, left Florence and sowed the earliest seeds of
the Protestant Reformation in Germany. Thomas Linacre founded the Royal College of
Physicians in London. The mathematician Nicholas of Cusa, the physician Paracelsus, the
architect Brunelleschi and the astronomer Toscanelli (whose famous map inspired Christopher
Columbus) all owed their inspiration to the Florentine reawakening of the spirit of ancient
Paganism. Copernicus' momentous claim that the sun, not the Earth, is at the centre of the solar
system was a choice, not a discovery, made after studying Hermetic/Platonic philosophy at an
Italian university. On the first page of On the Revolution of the Celestial Orbs, published in 1543,
Copernicus quotes the words of Thrice-Great Hermes — 'The Sun is the Visible God'As in
Alexandria a thousand years earlier, the Renaissance viewed science, art, literature and religion
as parts of a united whole to be studied together. All aspects of human life were now opened up
as legitimate areas of investigation. It was a situation that challenged the authorities of the
Roman Catholic Church and in 1492, with the aid of the King of France, they crushed the
Republic of Florence. Although the heady days of the New Academy were over, the suppression
was too late to prevent the ripples of its influence expanding ever outwards. Florentine scholars
were dispersed across Europe and became known as the 'Fifth Essence'. The taste for all things
Italian — art, sculpture, fashion, literature and philosophy — was insatiable. Within less than 200
years, the Renaissance had conquered Europe.THE UNIFYING RELIGIONIn England the works
of Hermes had a profound effect on the circle of courtiers surrounding Elizabeth I. Sir Philip
Sydney, Sir Walter Raleigh, John Donne, Christopher Marlowe, William Shakespeare, George
Chapman, and Francis Bacon were all acquainted with the works of the Egyptian sage.
Elizabeth's personal astrologer, whom she referred to as 'her philosopher', was the enigmatic
Hermeticist John Dee. He was a brilliant mathematician and the first person to translate the
complete works of Euclid into English. Doctor Dee owned the greatest library in England and his
home was regarded as a third university to Oxford and Cambridge. He was visited by scholars
from all over Europe and made frequent journeys to Prague where the first detailed
commentaries on the Hermetica were being written. At this time Prague was the capital of
Bohemia, an enlightened republic where Hermetic scholars, Platonic philosophers, Jewish
rabbis, and scientists of every nation found sanctuary at the court of Rudolph II. Europe was
being ravaged by the Wars of Religion between Protestants and Catholics, and in Bohemia
another way was proposed — Hermeticism.Evangelists of the new 'Egyptian' religion of Thrice-
Great Hermes, such as Giordano Bruno, travelled extensively in Europe. Bruno interpreted the
new sun-centred cosmos proposed by Copernicus in an entirely mystical way, as the rising of a
new sun at the dawning of a New Age. He believed that the Egyptian religion of Hermes was the



ancestor of the Greek Mystery Schools, the religion of Moses and the Jews, and the birthplace
of Christianity. In Bruno's imagination it was now poised to become the unifying religion in which
Jews, all denominations of Christians, Platonic humanists, and even Muslims could meet and
resolve their differences. Bruno's courage and conviction was nowhere more clearly
demonstrated than in his decision to return to Italy, where within a short time he was arrested by
the Roman Catholic Church. He endured eight years of torture during which he refused to
recant, and in 1600 was led out into the 'Square of Flowers' in Rome and ceremonially burnt
alive.The vision of a universal Hermetic religion was fated to fade, but its influence remained
strong amongst visionaries and scientists. Sir Isaac Newton, for example, like many men of his
time, was passionately interested in alchemy, the patron god of which was Thrice-Great Hermes.
Indeed the word 'alchemy' means 'from Egypt'. The astronomer Kepler published quotes from
the Hermetica in his greatest work, On the Harmony of the World. In 1640 the poet John Milton
celebrated the wisdom of Hermes, writing:Or let my lamp at midnight hourBe seen in some high
lonely tower,Where I may oft outwatch the BearWith Thrice-Great Hermes, or unsphereThe spirit
of Plato, to unfoldWhat worlds, or what vast regions holdThe immortal Mind that hath forsookHer
mansion in this fleshy nook.Il PenserosoTHE DEMISE OF THRICE-GREAT HERMESAt the
same time as Milton was writing, however, the ground was being cut away from under the
authenticity of the Hermetica. Previously these works had been believed to be of extreme
antiquity — dating back to the time of the pharaohs. In 1614 a scholar called Isaac Casaubon
published a textual analysis of the Hermetica, which showed, quite correctly, that the grammar,
vocabulary, form and content of the Greek versions of these works dated them to no earlier than
the second and third centuries CE. They were not written by an ancient Egyptian sage, he
claimed, but by scholars in the city of Alexandria. Their philosophy was nothing more than an
exotic blend of Greek, Christian and Jewish philosophy, mixed up with astrology and magic. The
Egyptian names that pepper the text were mere decoration and ornament. Casaubon was one of
the most brilliant Greek scholars of his time and, with the encouragement of the Christian status
quo, his damning criticism was generally accepted. Casaubon had dealt the Egyptian sage a
fatal blow, and the books of Hermes were destined to be forgotten as fakes and forgeries.In the
modern world we know from the actions of the tabloid press how one well-timed 'hatchet job' can
unjustifiably undermine someone's reputation for good. This is exactly what happened to Thrice-
Great Hermes. Casaubon was a fine scholar, but he was motivated by a hidden political agenda.
The ultra-orthodox James I was now on the throne of England and he employed Casaubon and
others to purge the magically inclined court of Elizabeth. Hermeticists like John Dee were
ostracised. Later, Casaubon's son Merick wrote a book which portrayed the great philosopher as
a confused occultist. Dee died alone and forgotten.Nonetheless some of Casaubon's claims
regarding the Hermetica are true. The Books of Hermes are undoubtedly the products of many
authors, not one ancient sage, and they were certainly composed in the first few centuries of our
era. Hermes was credited with these writings, even though we know they were the composite
work of many scholars, but this does not discredit either them or Hermes. It was a common



practice in antiquity for authors to ascribe their work to the god who gave them their inspiration.
This was a mark of respect, not an attempt to deceive. On the second charge, Casaubon is also
right to claim that the Hermetica was written down in second-century Alexandria, but all the
modern evidence suggests that it does in fact express Egyptian beliefs filtered through the
understanding of the Greek scholars of the period. Even if all Casaubon's criticisms were
correct, this would neither diminish the Hermetica's wisdom, nor alter the fact that it has
profoundly influenced some of the greatest minds in history. As old as the Christian gospels and
older than the Koran, it is one of the great sacred texts of the world. It is worthy of respect and
study for these reasons alone.THE WISDOM OF THE PHARAOHSWhen Casaubon was
writing, very little was actually known about ancient Egypt. The hieroglyphs themselves were not
translated until two centuries after his death. Consequently many modern scholars now believe
that he was wrong to see the Hermetic philosophy as a second-century invention, especially
since the discovery of the pyramid texts of Saqquara at the end of the last century. These
hieroglyphs are over 5000 years old and yet contain doctrines that are identical to those
expounded in the Hermetica.This suggests that the Hermetica may indeed contain the wisdom
of the pharaohs, which scholars in second-century Alexandria reworked for a contemporary
readership.The Hermetica contains passages reminiscent of Jewish, Christian, and Greek
works, and Casaubon saw this as proof that the Hermetica is a forgery, created from a
hotchpotch of these other philosophies. Alexandria was such an eclectic environment that this is
plausible. The ancients themselves believed, however, that these traditions were influenced by
the Egyptian philosophy contained within the Hermetica. The Jews lived for many years in exile
in Egypt and their greatest prophet Moses was brought up as an Egyptian; many early Christians
lived in Egypt; and the Greeks were in awe of the Egyptians, compared to whom they felt like
children. The ancient Greek historian Herodotus writes:The Egyptians are religious to excess,
beyond any other nation in the world... they are meticulous in everything which concerns their
religion... It was only, if I may put it so, the day before yesterday that the Greeks came to know
the origin and form of the various gods... The names of all the gods came to Greece from
Egypt... for the names of all the gods have been known in Egypt from the beginning of
time.HerodotusCasaubon particularly claims that the Hermetica plagiarised the Timaeus — a
work written by the Greek philosopher Plato in the fifth century BCE. Like the Hermetica, it
includes the doctrines of astrology and reincarnation. Yet, these ideas played no part in early
Greek religion, so where did they come from? The answer is ancient Egypt. Over a hundred
years before Plato, the Greek sage Pythagoras had set out on a journey to acquire the
knowledge of the world. This led him to Egypt where he spent twenty-two years in the temples
being initiated into the religion of the Egyptians. According to the ancient Greek scholar
Diogenes Laertius, Plato purchased three books of Pythagorean doctrines based on Egyptian
wisdom, and these he adapted into the Timaeus. The similarities between the works of Plato and
the Hermetica are not surprising, therefore, since many of Plato's ideas were direct descendants
of ancient Egyptian philosophy.THE HERMETICA AND EARLY CHRISTIANITYHermetic



philosophy also influenced Christianity through the Alexandrian church fathers St Clement and
St Origen, who synthesised Pagan and Christian religious doctrines. It is due to such
theologians that the Hermetic concept of 'The Word' is found in the opening verse of the Gospel
of John: 'In the beginning was the Word'. Hermes/Thoth was known to the ancients as the scribe
of the gods and master of The Word'. In the Hermetica, God utters a Word which calms the
chaotic waters of creation. The Word is even called the 'Son of God'. In Christianity Jesus Christ,
who is also called 'The Son of God', is identified as an embodiment of the power of the 'Word'. St
Augustine of Hippo, the influential fourth-century theologian who was familiar with the works of
Hermes, writes:That which is called the Christian religion existed among the ancients, and never
did not exist, from the beginning of the human race until Christ came in the flesh, at which time
the true religion which already existed began to be called Christianity.St Augustine,
RetractionsThe influence of the Hermetica on early Christianity is beyond doubt. In 1945 works
of Hermes were discovered amongst scriptures belonging to Gnostic Christians of the first
centuries CE. According to a note on one of the texts, early Christian communities possessed
many copies of the works of Hermes. Just a few yards from the place where these scriptures
were found are ancient Egyptian tombs. These were inhabited by early Christian hermits, such
as St Pachomius, the founder of the first Christian monastic communities. The walls of these
tombs are covered in hieroglyphs ascribed to the great god Thoth (Hermes). They describe a
spiritual rebirth into knowledge of God. In such places early Gnostic Christians pored over the
Hermetica. Under its powerful influence, they composed their own philosophy of a saving
Gnosis (Gk. 'knowledge') — a direct knowledge of God bestowed by the messiah Jesus.All the
evidence suggests that Casaubon was wrong to simply dismiss the Hermetica as some cobbled-
together mixture of many different philosophies. The Hermetica was undoubtedly written by
Alexandrian scholars for a Greek-speaking readership. But it contains a powerful echo of the
ancient wisdom on which it was based. It offers us one of the best windows available to gaze into
Egypt's remotest past. With its help we can understand the mystical vision that inspired the
awesome Giza pyramids. But what is the Hermetic philosophy that has held such a profound
fascination for some of the greatest minds in history?THE MIND OF GODAt the heart of Hermes'
teachings is one simple idea — God is a Big Mind. Everything which exists is a thought within
the Mind of God. This book is a thought in the Mind of God. Your body is a thought in the Mind of
God. These ideas which are being discussed are thoughts in the Mind of God. How can we
understand this?Consider for a moment your own experience. Thoughts and feelings exist within
your mind. You know the outer world around you because your senses give you information
which you also then experience within your mind. When your mind is completely unconscious,
you don't experience anything. Ultimately, everything that exists in your life is a thought within
your mind. Your mind, however, is limited by being trapped in a physical body. Imagine for a
moment that it is not. Imagine that it is free to be conscious of everything, at all times and in all
places. Then everything that is, has been, and will be, would exist as a thought within your mind.
This is the nature of God's Mind. He is not limited by a physical body. He is the Big Mind within



which everything exists.Hermes describes the Mind of God as the Oneness which unites
everything. What does this mean? Again, look at your own experience. You experience many
different things with your mind. Right now you are reading this book. Before that you may have
been eating, or walking in the country. Yet all of these different things are experienced by one
thing — your mind. It is the Oneness that unites all of your experience. In the same way, God's
Mind is the Oneness which unites everything.Hermes says that this Oneness contains all
opposites. This paradox can be understood by once more looking at the nature of your own
mind. Some things you experience are hot and others cold; some are bright and others dark;
some you call good and others bad. Nothing that you experience can be both cold and hot,
because they are opposites. Yet both cold and hot are experiences which you have. Your mind is
the one thing which contains all opposites.Hermes teaches that the mind of a human being is
made in the image of God's Big Mind. If we can free our mind from the limitations imposed by the
physical body, we can experience the Mind of God. We were created with the specific purpose of
learning to do this. This is the spiritual goal of human life. To reach this destination we must
expand our awareness. We must use the power of our little minds to reach out to God's Big
Mind.To help us do this, Hermes narrates a dramatic story of how God creates and maintains
the cosmos. It is through appreciating the awesome beauty of the cosmos and understanding
the fundamental laws by which it functions, that we can come to know the Mind of God. It was
this vision which fired the imaginations of the great minds of history. It inspired the birth of
science by encouraging them to explore the Mind of God by seeking to discover more of how the
universe works. Some great modern scientists, such as Albert Einstein and Stephen Hawking,
still describe science as an attempt to understand 'the Mind of God'. The Hermetic philosophy
places man at the very centre of God's creation. Hermes declares that 'man is a marvel'. With his
mind he may not only understand the universe, but even come to know God. He is not a mortal
body which will live and die. He is an immortal soul which, through the experience of a spiritual
rebirth, may become a god.A NEW VERSION OF THE HERMETICAA book of this size cannot
contain all the Hermetic teachings. It can, however, give an inspirational and intriguing taste of
their core doctrines. The main surviving philosophical Hermetic texts are the eighteen books
known as the Corpus Hermeticum (seventeen survive, Book XV is missing), the Asclepius, the
Stobaeus and various fragments. These works are dense and somewhat impenetrable. In this
new version, therefore, we have selected key extracts and combined them to bring out the
essential wisdom and inherent poetry that they contain. In this endeavour we feel we are
following in the footsteps of the scholars of Alexandria who collated these books from the
ancient material that was then available, making them accessible to a contemporary readership.
Our sources are contained in notes at the back of the book, but for most readers it will be
enough to follow a progressive exposition of the essence of Hermeticism, condensed into more
manageable sections.
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Hunyadi, “Pleasantly Surprised. At first I was expecting some incoherent, New Age, "I-wanna-be-
more-esoteric-than-the-other-dude" type of crap...but I was pleasantly surprised. The book
reads simple and direct in giving various points of wisdom. Each chapter has a brief introduction
followed by the free verse poem. Things that stood out for me were:Time is like a circlewhere all
the points are so linkedpg. 43For man, time is a destroyerbut for the Cosmosit is an ever-turning
wheelpg. 99”

Why?, “Pure mind!. Outstanding! After having read the Kybalion this book was so informative
and enlightening. I am currently reading it a second time and finding new insights. If you are into
New Age, new thought, pure mind, this book is a terrific guide.”

M Hall, “Currently still reading this book. The information contained within .... Currently still
reading this book. The information contained within is so helpful and insightful, that one can not
just rush through the book.I normally devour books within a day (especially of this size), but with
this one I have found myself reading just a 'chapter' and reflecting what was written.One can see
a number of similarities with a few religions out there. As a very spiritually open person, I have
always thought, one needed to make sure the information we receive resonates within
ourselves.I started with the Kybalion by Three Initiates (also ordered here on Amazon), so this
left me wanted to find out more.  This book is well written, I will order more copies to give away”

Jeff Marzano, “Introduction To The Hermetcia. I found this book interesting for getting the basic
idea of what the Hermetica is.I guess some reviewers think it's too watered down and doesn't
match the voluminous original texts. However I read one such book years ago which was
overloaded with footnotes and sections written in the original language which unfortunately for
me I am not fluent in. There's something to be said for creating an approachable introduction to
such a metaphysical subject.The statements attributed to Thoth / Hermes in this book are very
eloquent and poetic at times. He describes the universe as a goddess named Destiny who
governs the stars and the constellations of the Zodiac. The Zodiac in turn governs the affairs of
us mortals. On the day we are born the position of the constellations will foretell our destiny
during this incarnation.I would like to find a good book about astrology that shows the
connections between the Zodiac and Egyptian mysticism if anyone can think of one. I'm
interested in what the 12 signs mean in relation to the effects of the constellations on the affairs
of mortals.Some people see a connection between the Egyptian god Thoth and Christ like Thoth
was Christ in another incarnation. Edgar Cayce stated that Thoth was the living embodiment of
'The Word' or something to that effect. The Gospel Of John describes Christ in that same
way.Another possible connection with Christ is the way Thoth explained what the term 'born
again' means. Christians use that term often but do they know what it really means ? Perhaps
they do know but they usually won't explain it in terms of Egyptian mysticism.I believe Christ



traveled to Egypt and studied with the Egyptian priests during the so called missing years that
weren't captured in the bible. Christ experienced the Egyptian initiation rites I believe. If what
some people believe is true it was Christ Himself who created the Egyptian priesthood and the
initiation rites during his life experience as Melchizedek. Although who knows if Melchizedek
and Thoth were even normal human beings. Perhaps they were something more.That's why
Saint Augustine said that Christianity has always existed and is the one true religion. The
authors show that quote in the introduction.It's an interesting theory that ancient and secret
knowledge is passed along to a chosen few in every generation. Some people think that
Pythagoras and Plato may have been two of those people.The search for the origins of
philosophy will I believe lead us back to ancient Egypt and ultimately to Atlantis. Mythology is
the common thread between all of the world's religions, even the evil ones like Satanism.
Although I'm not sure that saying Satan is 'evil' is totally accurate either.Zeus, Osiris, Isis and
those others are very real.  Have no doubt about that.
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Gene G, “A Basic Book of Understanding.. A very simple and basic book, one that I recommend,
as I recommend all the books by this author. It proclaims the principles of a deeper
understanding of our world, albeit on a very basic level. This book won't appeal to everyone. But
those who understand the basics of spiritual living will find it valuable.”

Jimmy, “A great introduction to Hermeticism. The Hermetic writings are actually quite vast, what
this book does is distill the core ideas expressing them firstly as a modern interpretation and
secondly through poetic prose. There are actually some interesting concepts in here that I was
already aware of from other reading spiritual sources but hadn't realised that they linked back to
ancient Egypt. There's a big debate as to whether or not the writings of Hermes Trismagestus
are actually ancient Egyptian in origin or written by Greek authors in Alexandria. If the latter is the
case I don't feel that it diminishes the power of the text. They still are, after all, as old as most
biblical texts. There's a heavy gnostic element to Hermes teachings, especially the separation of
the sole and the layers it loses through transcendence, which put me in mind of the Gospel of
Mary Magdalene. I gave it 5 stars because it was very engaging and enjoyable to read, but it by
no means covered the whole subject and left me wanting to read more. But as a straightforward
introduction it's a great read at a great price. I would recommend it to anyone instructed in
ancient religions and spiritual practices.”

Dharmananda, “Incredibly accessible introduction to the Hermetica. I've read a couple of Freke
& Gandy's previous books, most notably the somewhat controversial Jesus Mysteries. It's clear
they have a sot of neo-gnostic leaning which is fairly explicit in those other works and, not
surprisingly, a core element here, too.Whether or not the Hermetica, as its most pure adherents
may claim, is the root of the Gnostic movement of the early Christian church is up for debate and
depends upon whether or not you view its author(s) as the Egyptian sage/ god Thoth or his
followers, operating - according to Freke/ Gandy - around 3000BCE, or the free-thinkers of the
1st and 2nd century Alexandria.Regardless, Freke and Gandy do a great job here of presenting
the core elements of what has become known as Hermeticism in a clear and concise manner,
balancing out the poetic mysteries of the actual (translated) text with a brief but useful
explanation of how it should be interpreted. It's not the full text, of course, but rather what the
authors consider to be some of its core excerpts. As to whether the translation or the



interpretations they offer will be subject to the same scholarly criticism as that within The Jesus
Mysteries is a topic for another day, perhaps, but for the uninitiated, such as me, this proved to
be an engaging and enjoyable introduction to the Hermetica and certainly whetted my appetite
for more.”

Vinyldroid, “The Hermetica.. Top read for anyone whose into philosophy or history, although it
just the tip of and iceberg. This book is part of the truth about our real past and a good starting
point for anyone new to the subject or concept that we create our own reality with our thoughts.
This happens if we are conscious of it (ideal way so we can create our own lives and manifest
what we desire) or and sadly, and this is how the world operates, we let other people tell us what
to believe and therefor think via religions, science, education and every mainstream media body,
thus creating a reality that is bias toward the elite.Well written though and well translated but not
the full story.”

helen, “Fascinating. I read this many years ago and although I found it interesting the subtle
meanings went over my head. Now having studied mysticism for many years it makes sense
and has given me confirmation of deeper understanding. It is therefore a joy to readPerhaps
those not yet ready to open to the concept of universal energy and laws will ridicule it but for
those who are more connected I recommend this  work.  Helen”

The book by Peter Gandy has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,692 people have provided feedback.
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